3rd Grade Summer Reading List

FUNNY
Doodle Adventures by Mike Lowery
The 13-Story Treehouse by Andy Griffiths
Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face and the Badness of Badgers by John Dougherty
Wedgie & Gizmo by Suzanne Selfors
Hamster Princess Harriet the Invincible by Ursula Vernon
Bad Kitty by Nick Bruel
Lunch Lady by Jarrett J. Krosoczka
Wayside School by Louis Sachar

REALISTIC
Parker Bell and the Science of Friendship by Cynthia Platt
The Year of . . . by Andrea Cheng
Ellie, Engineer by Jackson Pearce
STAT: Standing Tall and Talented: Home Court by Amar’e Stoudemire
The Kicks by Alex Morgan
Ivy and Bean by Annie Barrows
The Vanishing Coin by Kate Egan and Mike Lane
Wishtree by Katherine Applegate

ADVENTURE & MYSTERY
I Survived the San Francisco Earthquake by Lauren Tarshis
Diary of a Minecraft Zombie Book by Herobrine Books
Mac Undercover by Mac Barnett
Secret Agent Jack Stalwart by Elizabeth Singer Hunt
The Great Shelby Holmes by Elizabeth Eulberg
Zoo Camp Puzzle by Gail Herman
Nick and Tesla’s High-Voltage Danger Lab by Bob Pflugfelder & Steve Hockensmith

ANIMALS
Jenny and the Cat Club by Esther Averill
The Critter Club by Callie Barkley and Marsha Riti
Olga and the Smelly Thing From Nowhere by Elise Gravel
Strongheart by Candace Fleming
Dolphin Rescue by Catherine Nichols
The Rescue Princesses by Paula Harrison
Puppy Place by Ellen Miles
Who Would Win? by Jerry Pallotta

*Links are affiliate links on Amazon.com which means I may make a small commission on purchases.
FANTASY

The Misadventures of Salem Hyde Spelling Trouble by Frank Cammuso
Dragonbreath by Ursula Vernon
Of Giants and Ice by Shelby Bach
Whatever After by Sarah Mlynowski
Pip Bartlett’s Guide to Magical Creatures by Jackson Pearce and Maggie Stiefvater
The Imaginary Veterinarian by Suzanne Selfors